NEW SCHOLARSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

Maximize your reach with Point's small grant program

Fund a newly created program and revolutionize the scholarship landscape for LGBTQ students, support talented and deserving students nationwide with financial assistance and exceptional leadership programming.

ABOUT
Year after year, Point marvels at the level of talent within the scholarship applicant pool. And each year, many deserving students do not get awarded scholarships. This year, Point is thrilled to begin its first ever small grant program - giving 44 phenomenal LGBTQ students who were not selected as Point Scholars the opportunity to take part in a new scholarship initiative with a grant of $1,000.

SUPPORT
- A $1,000 stipend
- Access to Point's Expert Coaching Panel. A curated group of individuals who will share their experience navigating professional and academic spaces as openly LGBTQ people.
- Access to the Point Foundation network of LGBTQ scholars, more than 300 alumni, and many others dedicated to seeing LGBTQ students succeed.

JOIN US
With a minimum commitment of $100,000 over 4 years, Point Foundation will establish and award 80 one-time scholarships each in the amount of $1,000 to exceptional LGBTQ students studying in schools throughout the country. Awards also include coaching and leadership training.

For more information on how to lend your support to this innovative new program please contact Eddie Pelto at eddie@pointfoundation.org